New dorms named after O'Neill and Keough

By SARAH DORAN
News Editor

The University's first new men's residence halls in a century will be underwritten with gifts from Donald Keough, chairman emeritus of Notre Dame's Board of Trustees, and the family of the late Joseph O'Neill, Jr., an emeritus trustee and 1937 Notre Dame alumnus, it was announced last week.

The Keough and O'Neill gifts are "generous and whole-hearted commitments to the traditions of community and family that underpin student life at the University," said University President Father Edward Malloy.

"When Notre Dame alumns meet," he said, "their first question typically is, 'When did you graduate?' Their second is, 'Where did you live?'" The Keough and O'Neill families can take pride in the fact that their names will answer that question for thousands of future Notre Dame students.

Construction will begin in the early spring of next year, and the halls will be scheduled to house their first students during the fall semester of 1996. Costs are expected to run approximately $7 million, said Dennis Moreau, director of Notre Dame Public Relations.

The residence halls, to be built on land currently occupied by the University's Burke Memorial golf course, will each house approximately 275 men. The first residents of the new halls will be drawn from Grace Hall, a high-rise residence hall, a high-rise residence hall, approximately 275 men.

The new halls which are to be constructed on the Burke Memorial golf course include the following buildings:

- O'Neill Family Hall
- Lady Keough Hall

The latter is named in honor of the Battleship O'Neill's half sister, Mrs. Keough will be honored at the dedication of the residence hall on Saturday, September 29, at about 11:20 p.m. The dedication ceremony will be held on the lawn in front of the residence hall.

"We are pleased that Merck has funded a scholarship program that will provide financial assistance to minority students in their pursuit of an engineering degree over the next three years," said University President Father Edward Malloy.

He was elected the following year to the University's advisory board and was a member of the FBI following service in World War II, then founded O'Neill Properties, Ltd., an oil and investments firm, in Midland, Texas, in 1948. In 1985, he was active in the firm until his death in 1991.

President of the Notre Dame Alumni Association in 1956, he was elected the following year to the University's advisory board and was a member of the FBI following service in World War II, then founded O'Neill Properties, Ltd., an oil and investments firm, in Midland, Texas, in 1948. In 1985, he was active in the firm until his death in 1991.

The Minority Engineering Program has received a grant of $150,000 from the Merck Corp. that will be used for scholarships to fund 22 minority students in their pursuit of an engineering degree over the next three years.

Nine students who qualify as Merck scholars will be awarded from $2000 to $8000 for three years. Merck awards ranging from $1000 to $2500 will also be awarded to other students involved in collaborative engineering programs and the Friends of the MEP mentor program.

MERP director Jay Vann-Hamilton is working with financial aid director Joe Russo and the Office of Financial Aid in the allocation of the scholarship money.

Merck Senior Vice President and 1961 Notre Dame graduate Joseph Keating said, "The Notre Dame MERP has earned the support of Merck through performance over the past four years. The recruitment and retention rates of minority engineering students have more than doubled over that period of time."

"This generous grant will allow us to help the most deserving of our minority engineering students," said University President Father Edward Malloy.

"Scholarship aid is our foremost fundraising policy, and we are pleased that Merck has recognized and responded to the urgency of drawing qualified minority students to the MEP, the College of Engineering and the University itself," the President said.

Students that receive the Merck scholarships are expected to be selected by the corporation as possible employees. One student is currently being followed by Merck for hire after she completes graduate school.

A previous grant of $500,000 from the Merck Corporation allowed the MEP to hire Vann-Hamilton as its first full-time director. Responsible for developing programs to help students "getting what they came for," Vann-Hamilton said that she and the program assistant work with McNair scholarship recipients, receiving financial aid, and speaking with a general audience.

The MEP currently serves 200 students and was established in 1987 to serve the needs of minority students in the engineering department.
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Turkey, Finland

Banging thunderously in a violent storm, the huge front cargo door of the ferry Estonia was ripped off after its locks failed, letting in tons of water that sunk the vessel, investigators said Monday.

Despite doubts about his health and his future as a global traveler, Pope John Paul II still has full control over the major decision that will shape the church of the future. It is the naming of the new pope. The 66 cardinals who will be among the men who will elect his successor, the pontiff has chosen many of those men in his lifetime. A lower court dismissed Kimberlin's today for its views in the case of a former prison inmate who is a素食主义者, who claims to be a victim of an illegal search.

The IMF is an offense to simple decency and the intellect.

The(findings, five major Scandinavian shipping companies, including the Estonian Estonia Live, said they would seek the goods from other ferries. The boats could still look alike, for a while.

The conclusions Monday confirm the theory by previous investigation and speculation by experts that the bow door - a visor that swings up and then down - may have been stuck or stuck in its lock.

Video shows locks failed on ferry doors;

Nicholas Cerone, a member of the investigatory commission, said in a statement.

"I doubt I will ever forget, much less forgive, the year prior, when it witnessed an event that the little cretin would still be playing checkers in hell."

It was my freshman year in college. My parents had won tickets to the Stanford-Notre Dame game, and so the three of us drove up to Stanford. My extremest hate of Stanford was their half century performances. In fact, the Stanford drum major dressed up as a nun and twirled a large crucifix, but the prayer around our cheerleaders. It degraded the Sisters of the Holy Cross and Catholicism in a way that I won't forget. My dad said that some of the kids had been done against Islam, the little cretin would still be playing checkers in hell.

The next semester, or the semester after that if I hadn't been given my own card, I'd be up to my ears in the bow deck, the statement said.

"The bow visor has become a symbol of the Church and Catholicism, which are the institutional representation of the state."

He said the pope was more likely to be a "spoiled little brat." To hell with the "good guys" of the 49ers for perhaps things would change. After all, he said, it was possible.
McNeill leads fireside chat as students share service project stories

By GWENDOLYN NORGLE

Cross cultural service projects are more of a multicultural experience than just an opportunity to serve, according to Fr. Don McNeill. As part of the Multicultural Fall Festival, Fr. Don McNeill, of the Center for Social Concerns, led a fireside chat yesterday afternoon. During the talk several Notre Dame students shared their experiences of participating in service projects in other countries.

According to McNeill, students who serve in multicultural communities gain “an appreciation of people’s gifts and culture.”

“They return with a sense of unity and community because of multicultural service,” he said. Senior Katie Glynn, who traveled to Latin America in the first semester of her sophomore year, talked about her experiences in Mexico and Chile. According to Glynn, in Mexico, she felt for the first time what it was like to be a minority.

“It was a humbling experience,” she said, “not knowing the history, language, not knowing how to communicate” with the people of the community in which she was working. Glynn’s participated in an internship and service project. Her work included “going out with government workers to see what people needed.”

According to Glynn, in writing up reports, she realized she “needed a basic level of understanding” about these communities.

In Chile, Glynn worked with adolescent mothers and fathers. She said that, although she was living and working with people who were very different from herself, the “coming together” of “the language of all of our history, culture, and understanding of the world..was a beautiful, but challenging struggle.”

Junior Isaac Duncan III, also a service project returnee, spoke about his own experience during a service project he participated in located in Immokalee, Florida.

Duncan, who lived and worked with migrant workers for a week, described the conditions under which he worked. He said he and the migrant workers woke before dawn and waited for a bus which drove Duncan and the migrant workers over an hour and a half away to fields in which they worked all day.

They rarely received a lunch break, according to Duncan, and they were paid according to the number of crates of tomatoes they filed, which was not an hourly wage.

“It was no more than a dollar a crate,” according to Duncan. He said that his experience “gave me inspiration, something to go out and seek more of.” According to Duncan, “college is not only book-learning. It’s going out and informing yourself through the community.”

After the students shared their experiences, McNeill spoke of the “joy” he has seeing students “go out to settings like this and watch it transform their lives.”

A video was, also, shown at yesterday’s fireside chat. The video featured “U. Arche,” a non-denominational community that provides homes for people with developmental handicaps.

The discussion, entitled, “Unity through Community: Cross Cultural Experience through Service,” was held in the Notre Dame Room of the La Fortune Student Center.

Artist displays photography

By KAREY GILMORE

Last night Saint Mary’s began its Multicultural week with a presentation by photographer Kay Westhues. She exhibited Cuban people on the Malecon walk, a popular social gathering place the sea in Havana. According to Westhues, she wanted to use her photography to show the similarities between the Cuban and American cultures the everyday level.

The pictures are of couples sharing intimate moments, groups of young people smiling, people with their arms around each other. Westhues hopes to relate the message that our two cultures are, in fact, not so different, she said.

Westhues let the people she photographed decide for themselves “how they wanted to be presented to the world. She said, allowing for an accurate representation of the Cuban people.

Westhues also said that Cuban artists have had an effect on her personally. During the presentation she showed slides of several of her favorite artists, commenting on how she admired their use of the “conceptual to describe their society.”

According to Westhues, she is an avid proponent of the artistic culture of Cuba, and she is also deeply involved with the people of this third world country. She is active in trying to lift the trade embargo against it, she said.

Westhues showed slides of her photographs taken while she followed the March 1994 US-CUBA Friendship Caravan. The caravan consisted of seven school buses full of people, school supplies, and over $150,000 in medical supplies illegally smuggled into Cuba.

“Every artist has something that he is comfortable with,” according to Westhues, “and that is what we are trying to show the Cuban artists.”

She showed slides of another collection that she said showed this awareness in respect to racial prejudice, her lawn jockey exhibit.

This work is a collection of photographs of lawn jockeys found within a 50 mile radius of her home, which are removed from the stereotype of the Cuban black. Included are quotes from the owners and pieces of information on the history and development of the statues. Westhues said that she wanted to use these images to let people decide for themselves if there was anything wrong with the stereotype they often subconsciously have.

She said that she hoped the exhibit “made people think about the work without telling them how to think about the work.” She said this was hard to do in trying to make a political statement.

According to Westhues, as an artist, saying something is important.

“Every artist has something to say whether they say they do or not,” she said.
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US raids Haitian headquarters

By JEFFREY ULBRICH
Associated Press

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti In the most dramatic strike yet at Haiti's ruling military, U.S. soldiers raided the headquarters of a hated pro- army militia Monday, seizing weapons and arresting more than three dozen people.

A joyous crowd of Haitians gathered to cheer the Americans as the soldiers pulled away from the paramilitary headquarters, the Haitians surged forward in a jubilant mass and gaily trumpeted the plans to smash everything they could lay hands on.

"We love you!" shouted Haitians at soldiers who had raided the headquarters of FRAPH, the Second Army, smashing everything associated with FRAPH.

The raid had been planned for months by Haitians out of impatience with FRAPH, a police force created by the United States to pave the way with tanks and humvees for a record number of political candidates, going so far as to say that the U.S. deployment Friday — when Americans protected the road to the upper-class portion of Port-au-Prince while FRAPH members shouted demonstrators a few blocks away was "a textbook operation."

That could be soon. Under a U.S. agreement with the military coup leaders, they have until Oct. 15 to step down.

Shelton defended the earlier, smaller-force patrol of American soldiers, going so far as to say that the U.S. deployment Friday — when Americans protected the road to the upper-class portion of Port-au-Prince while FRAPH members shouted demonstrators a few blocks away was "a textbook operation."

Asked why the U.S. hadn't re­ placed the FRAPH with a re­ pealed police force, Shelton said that Haiti has "no indication the rain was in response to the shooting."

Rather, it seemed part of a more aggressive effort by the United States to pave the way for Haiti's return to "the return of President Jean-Bertrand Aristide."

As recently as Friday, the Americans stood back while FRAPH members shot and killed pre-Aristide demonstrators.

If that demonstration of re­ sistance was disappointing, Haitians, Monday's muscle-flexing went a long way toward repairing the damage.

Gally Drolt, a student watch­ ing the joyous smashing of FRAPH headquarters and the adjoining Normandie Bar, a FRAPH hangout, was anxious that the world viewed the scene for what it was: "To get rid of something evil is good," he said. "But we don't want to look like those things.

We Haitians are not thieves. This is spontaneous. It is not to steal this material, it is to destroy it."

After letting the people smash and break for an hour or so, a small military patrol returned and took up positions near the FRAPH headquarters.

The raid began in late morn­ ning when American troops sur­ rounded the FRAPH headquarters with tanks and humvees.

About 100 Army soldiers were involved in the operation, according to Brig. Gen. George Close. Forty people from the scene remained in military custody Monday, military spokesmen said.

"Everybody just stuck their hands up and basically just gave up, "Close said.

The Americans seized several machine guns and Uzi automatic weapons, as well as ma­ chetes, clubs and other weapons.

The detainees were searched outside the FRAPH headquarters. A female soldier searched all the women and, in one case, pulled a loaded pistol magazine from a bra.

The crowd watched and cheered as 10 bound-and­ gagged Haitian police officers were driven away in the back of a truck. The Americans later determined that the police "had no hostile intent" and they were taken to their barracks.

The civilian detainees were kept in custody, however. In a briefing earlier in the day, Shelton had said that Haitians who are detained will be held until they can be turned over to the legitimate government when it is restored.
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The Observer leading in Brazilian elections

By PETER MUELLO
Associated Press

RIO DE JANEIRO

The man who named Brazil's inflation led a top-sider presi­ dential race Monday in the country's biggest national elec­ tion ever.

Final polls released before voting began gave the front­ runner, Fernando Henrique Cardoso, 48 percent of the vote.

His closest rival, socialist Luis Inacio Lula da Silva, had 22 percent. Four other candi­ dates together had 17 percent, and 14 percent of these sur­ veyed were undecided or cast blank votes. The margin of error was 3 percent.

More importantly, the polls showed Cardoso winning 9 per­ cent more votes than the seven other candidates combined — enough to win on the first bal­ lot. If no candidate gets a majority, the top two vote-get­ ters will face a runoff on Nov. 19. Main issues were the econ­ omy, hunger and urban vio­ lence in this country of 160 mil­ lion, Latin America's largest.

From the Amazon to the south­ ern pampas, Brazilians flocked to the polls. The elec­ tion is the first since Fernando Collor de Mello won the first free ballot in 30 years in 1989, only to resign in disgrace three years later after being im­ peached for corruption.

A record number of voters, 95 million, were eligible to vote for a record number of political parti­ ons. Besides president, voters were choosing 27 state govern­ nors, 54 of 81 Senate seats, all 513 lower house deputies and 1,099 state legislators. In all 11,942 candidates were running, only 6 percent of them women.

First exit polls were expect­ ed late Monday, and official results were not expected until Tuesday. The surge in Cardoso's popularity comes from the stunning success of the economic stabilization plan he drew up as finance minister before quitting to run for presi­ dent.

The Real Plan, named after the new currency it created on July 1, cut monthly inflation from 50 percent in June to 1.5 percent in September, restored credit and led to a huge in­ crease in consumer spending.

Cardoso voted Monday at a public school in Sao Paulo, Brazil's biggest city. Supporters waved banners and chanted "He's already won!"-Lula cast his ballot in Sao Bernardo do Campo, suburb of Sao Paulo. He kissed his bal­ lot five times and said he was confident he could muster enough votes to force a runoff.

"If voters aren't careful, they'll put a fox in charge of the henhouse," he warned, referring to the conservative coalition that backs Cardoso.

But polls show Brazilians put more faith in the socialist senator and the economic plan he devised as finance minister. The dramatic check on hyper­ inflation in a country where 55 percent of its people live in poverty convinced many Brazilians that Cardoso was a "miracle man."

Dorns continued from page 3

man of the fund-raising cam­ paign that successfully met the $1 million goal.

Helen O'Neill and Charles Schwab were married in 1972 and have two children. Charles Schwab is chairman of the board and chief executive officer of The Charles Schwab Co., which he founded, providing guidance to the parents of children with learning disabilities. Helen Schwab is also a member of the boards of the San Francisco Symphony and the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.

Joseph O'Neill III served as president of the Notre Dame Alumni Asso­ ciation in 1992-93 and was a ex-officio member of the Univer­ sity's trustees from 1991-93. He currently is a member of the advisory council for the College of Engineering. O'Neill and his wife, Jan, have two children.
The appearance of Barry Williams, better known as Greg from "The Brady Bunch," on Saint Mary's campus was approved by the members of Student Activities Board (SAB) yesterday evening.

The members of SAB were enthusiastic about the event, which is planned for March 30. Co-owner of the event, Robert Hines, is enthusiastic about the event, approved by the members of Governance (BOG), and Robert Hines also between SAB, Board of Governors (BOG), already booked for that date and Williams will be confirmed this week.

There will be a combined effort between SAB, Board of Governance (BOG), and Residence Hall Association (RHA) of putting out a newsletter of everything that is going on at Saint Mary's. A letter is being sent out to the department heads, BOG, RHA, the different hall organizations, and the sporting teams. This will give them an opportunity to publicize events in the newsletter, according to Newsletter Chairperson Roberta Hines. "Most of the events on campus aren't publicized as well as they should be," says Hines. "This newsletter will be helpful so that students can be aware of things that are of interest to them."

The newsletters will be available starting in November, according to Hines. "Hopefully students will be more likely to read something that they pick up on their own, and can have more of an opportunity to learn what is going on," said Hines.

According to Hines, the responsibility of this newsletter are being shared by herself, Emily Miller of BOG, and Emily Miller of RHA.

In other SAB news:

- SAB will hold the movie marathon this weekend once again. Among the movies playing are "Heaven and Earth," "Like Water For Chocolate," "The Reality of the Last Emperor." The cost will be $1 per movie, and will be playing in Carroll Auditorium.

- BOG approved the Senior Board's proposal to purchase a video camera for the student body's use.

- BOG will purchase the camera with the condition that if the camera is widely used over the school year, the Senior Board will purchase an additional camera as their Senior Gift. If the camera does not prove to meet the students' needs, the Senior Class will simply reimburse BOG for the cost of the camera.

- Purchase of the camera will leave "every class to have a Senior Video. It will be a gift to each senior to remember their senior year and Saint Mary's," said Hurlong.

- BOG members raised concerns about the responsibility for repairs of the camera, regulation of the use of the camera, and whether students would be charged to borrow the camera.

- After discussion, it was decided a deposit would be required to sign out the camera. If the camera is not returned on time, the deposit would be kept by Student Activities, who will decide the check-out procedures. Any money kept will go toward repairs and maintenance of the camera. Clubs signing out the camera will be held responsible for any major damage.

- BOG was in favor of this test year of a student body video camera, and they will measure the success rate by the number of students using the video.

Other BOG news:

- A proposal for a $75 donation toward Founders' Week was asked by Anita Morkjer, public relations/alumni relations commission. The proposal was unanimously approved.

- The Haggard Renovation Survey will be circulating the dining hall next Wednesday and Thursday during lunch and dinner hours. The survey will ask for students' input about making Haggar College Center a more attractive social space.

- Megan Awe, one of Dal­loway's Coffeehouse Managers, spoke of the success of their opening night with True North. Dalloway's will be open Mondays 7 p.m. - 10 p.m. and Wednesdays & Saturdays 8 p.m. - 12 p.m. Awe is looking for bands, poets, and anyone who wants to read at the Coffeehouse. Mondays will be the quietest of the nights, while Wednesdays and Saturdays will be more "band nights," according to Awe.

Happy 21st Chris!

May Your 21st be as Great as your 1st!

Love,
Mom and Dad.

SAINT MARY'S SEMESTER AROUND THE WORLD PROGRAM OPEN TO ALL ND/MSC STUDENTS

CHALLENGING ACADEMIC PROGRAM FOCUSING ON THE ASIAN WORLD 16 SEMESTER CREDITS APPLICABLE TOWARDS CORE OR MAJOR REQUIREMENTS OPPORTUNITY TO TRAVEL AND STUDY IN MANY COUNTRIES OF FAR EAST, SOUTHEAST ASIA, EASTERN AND WESTERN EUROPE.

COST: A SEMESTER'S SMC TUITION, ROOM & BOARD PLUS A SURCHARGE.

INFORMATION MEETING
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1994 7 P.M. HEBBURN LIBRARY-AUDITORIUM FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: DR. C. PULLAPILY MADELEINE 336 SMC. 284-4669/4474

CAMPUS LIFE COUNCIL
Council meets

By EDWARD IMBUS

A proposal to design a program that would allow students to resell their football tickets to friends was made by William Kirk, assistant vice president for resident life, at a meeting of the Campus Life Council (CLC) meeting. The outline of the proposal, would allow students to transfer their tickets to friends, in the presence of friends or sisters without fear of the ticket being confiscated by security personnel or ushers.

The proposal, as Kirk proposed, would allow students to transfer their tickets to friends, in the presence of friends or sisters without fear of the ticket being confiscated by security personnel or ushers.

The proposal, as Kirk proposed, would allow students to transfer their tickets to friends, in the presence of friends or sisters without fear of the ticket being confiscated by security personnel or ushers.

The proposal, as Kirk proposed, would allow students to transfer their tickets to friends, in the presence of friends or sisters without fear of the ticket being confiscated by security personnel or ushers.

The proposal, as Kirk proposed, would allow students to transfer their tickets to friends, in the presence of friends or sisters without fear of the ticket being confiscated by security personnel or ushers.

The proposal, as Kirk proposed, would allow students to transfer their tickets to friends, in the presence of friends or sisters without fear of the ticket being confiscated by security personnel or ushers.
Prejudice Reduction Workshop

If you are interested in learning how to confront oppression, then sign up now!

The Multicultural Executive Council is offering students, staff and professors the opportunity to participate in this diversity sensitivity workshop:

Limited Enrollment, Call Immediately

Sunday, October 16th
8:30 AM - 4:30 PM
Earth Science Building
Room 101

• Meals will be provided •

This workshop is being presented by the Notre Dame Affiliate of the National Coalition Building Institute

Contact: Mickey Franco • 631-4355
Adele Lanan • 631-7308
In an ever-changing, fast-paced world it is confusing to know that some things can never change. Our memories are a rich source of stability in this sense and can even mean that, when combined with some concrete object—a photo, a rich source of stability in this sense and sturdy to be cherished, some are especially precious. In my case, many ordinary memories involve the Chicago Stadium.

Kirsten Dunne

When I was born my father was working at the Stadium, which, at that time, was the site for popular musical groups and my mother, consistent with her outstanding individually, brought me to numerous concerts there, beginning with those of Jimi Hendrix when I was only one year old. By the time I was seven, I had seen Elvis Presley, the Village People, Elton John, and Bob Stewart, to name just a few.

Obviously, I was rare in this respect—other children would come to school discussing who played with whom last night, while I would come in and report that I was lived after a long night at a concert. But these experiences were also profoundly rewarding. Not only was I exposed to all different sorts of music as a child, but to all different sorts of people. I think that my nonconventional childhood played more than a small role in my development as an accepting, individualistic, free-thinking person, because I learned early on about the prevalence and importance of diversity. By the time I hit my teens, I knew my way around the Stadium as well as I knew my home. My father had ceased working there full-time but still spent a considerable amount of time there. And although the stadium had relocated for the most part—to newer, larger arenas—the Chicago Stadium remained the "place to be" for sports fans.

As an avid follower of the NBA, I spent probably more time at the Stadium during my teens than I did during my younger years. I met the legendary Michael Jordan as well as countless other famous personalities (not only basketball stars) at the Stadium. I was able to pursue my passion for the Detroit Pistons—an interest which later brought me into contact with the young woman who is now one of my closest friends. I bonded with other basketball fans and established some meaningful relationships.

In short, I had a lot of good experiences at the Chicago Stadium, some of which were truly pivotal, and that place means a great deal to me. I feel like I can speak for thousands of Chicagoans in attesting to the special aura of the Stadium. It has developed character over the years. It has a history, and could teach future generations things which are worth knowing. It could rightfully be designated a landmark. And it is about to be demolished.

The decision to destroy this esteemed building, in my opinion, disparages the city of Chicago and its people. Perhaps it is not unreasonable for the city to want to provide a larger, more modern arena for Chicago's sports teams. After all, the Stadium is one of the oldest arenas currently used in the NBA. But what is unreasonable, and what I adamantly object to, is the decision to demolish the building. Although I confess ignorance as to what the city plans to do with the site, I doubt that it would make a difference in my opinion, when preserving this special place as a landmark would be in keeping with the wishes of many Chicagoans and would serve to educate future generations.

In the late 1970s, the United States Supreme Court considered the constitutionality of a landmarks preservation law which placed special restrictions on the properties within its ambit. The Court found the law constitutional because, inter alia, it sought to ensure owners of such properties a reasonable return on their investments and "maximum latitude to use their parcels for purposes not inconsistent with the preservation goals." Penn Central Transportation Co. v. City of New York, 438 U.S. 104, 110 (1978).

The Court decided that, based on the aggregate facts, the law could constitutionally deny the owner of Grand Central Terminal the right to place a 55-story office tower atop the landmark. As stated in a prior hearing by the Landmarks Preservation Commission, "(t)o protect a Landmark, one does not tear it down. To perpetuate its architectural features one does not strip them off."

I feel like I can speak for thousands of Chicagoans in attesting to the special aura of the Stadium. It has a history, and could teach future generations things which are worth knowing.

There are obvious distinctions between the Chicago Stadium's plight and the Penn Central scenario—most notably, the Stadium has not even been designated a landmark and thus has no protection under any landmarks law. But some of the underlying connecting space, I doubt it would make a difference in my opinion, when preserving the Stadium should be protected. In the view of my idol, Justice Brennan, there are two primary forces behind laws seeking to protect landmarks: "The first is recognition that, in recent years, large numbers of historic landmarks, landmarks, and areas have been destroyed without adequate consideration of either the values represented thereby or the possibility of preserving the destroyed properties for use in economically productive ways.

The second is a widely shared belief that structures with special historic, cultural or architectural significance enhance the quality of life for all. Not only do these buildings and their workmanship represent the lessons of the past and embody precious features of our heritage, they serve as examples of quality for today. Historic preservation is but one aspect of the much larger problem, basically an environmental one, of enhancing—or perhaps developing for the first time—the quality of life for people." (Footnotes omitted) 438 U.S. at 108.

If the city of Chicago proceeds to demolish its Stadium, it will have failed without a doubt, to consider these overarching principles. It will displace the many of us with special ties to the Stadium and will set a precedent for other cities all over the nation that it is acceptable to destroy places of cultural and historic significance when they are considered too old or too small for their purposes. It will, indeed, do the exact opposite of "enhancing . . . the quality of life for people."

And it will do so primarily because, in the future, our fond memories of the Chicago Stadium will be overshadowed by the sadness and emptiness that will overcome us whenever we pass the lot where that majestic building once stood.

Kirsten Dunne, ND '92, is currently a third-year law student.

GARRY TRAEBU

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"One of us really understands what's going on with all these numbers."

-David Allen Stockman

On the U.S. budget, 1981
Health column dredges morality

Lifestyle choices dictate the fate of the unborn

Abortion isn't wrong because it takes a human life. I guess that makes it wrong because it's what makes it wrong. Abortion is only the easy way out of a problem that we all have to deal with in one form or another. In our particular lifestyle. We've got to think about the problem before we think about the solutions. There is no "right" or "wrong" solution. There are only solutions that work better or worse for the situation at hand. 

One need not be a total skeptic about the moral question about abortion (that's politics for me). Understanding the underlying societal dodies, and we give up careers. If ever there were a situation that involved (in the usual case) only fairness vis-a-vis other people. A second is that doing something wrong even if it didn't involve the taking of a human life, and pro-lifers are right to argue, is that the graduate student in question had such a suicide insurance plan not only strips the reader of motivation to be choosy, but also gives a tacit nod to agnosticism and humanism.

Charles Roth

Some would say that this has more to do with the tone of the religion involved than it does with the content. In the Civil Rights movement, not too long ago, religious rhetoric brought people together. In the abortion debate, religious rhetoric only separates people. I think that's technically true, for it has made unlikely allies of Catholics and conservative Protestants like Southern Baptists and Evangelicals, to the point where some Southern Baptists no longer consider the Catholic Church to be the Antichrist (that's progress). However, there is a direct distinction in the claim that religion divides; something in pro-life religious arguments is a direct distinction-turn-off for people who don't believe in what's being said. I suggest you work with a different religious content in the pro-life movement is the message itself, which teaches some hard lessons about certain violent practices, and about the rights of the family. This makes it inherently threatening. Objectively, sex is unlikely to increase people's fear of frenzied women and to give up careers. If ever there were a situation that involved (in the usual case) only fairness vis-a-vis other people. A second is that doing something wrong even if it didn't involve the taking of a human life, and pro-lifers are right to argue, is that the graduate student in question had such a suicide insurance plan not only strips the reader of motivation to be choosy, but also gives a tacit nod to agnosticism and humanism.

Meaning in life can only be found in God. Let us read our campus paper eye of caution to those who argue anti-God beliefs and behavior.

PIEDER BEELI

Abortion is only the easy way out of a problem that we all have to deal with in one form or another. In our particular lifestyle. We've got to think about the problem before we think about the solutions. There is no "right" or "wrong" solution. There are only solutions that work better or worse for the situation at hand.
Sounds of Duchin will be heard at SMC ball

Saint Mary's students are invited to attend the Saint Mary's College Sesquicentennial Ball on Saturday, October 8. This black tie event will be held at the Century Center in downtown South Bend.

Sponsored by the Alumnae Association, the event will include a cocktail reception, dinner, and dancing to the music of the world-renowned Peter Duchin Orchestra. Alumnae from throughout the country, including Saint Mary's community members and local Michiana dignitaries for this "social sesquicentennial event of the season." Nearly 300 people are invited to attend.

Tickets for the entire evening, including the 6:00 p.m. reception, the 7:30 p.m. dinner, and dancing from 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m., are $75 each.

"In an effort to make attendance more affordable for Saint Mary's students, the alumnae office is selling special tickets for the after-dinner portion of the evening; these tickets are $25 each," said Patti Valentine, Director of Publicity and Community Relations, Public Relations.

- MEDICAL MINUTE -

By Ryan J. Grabow
N.R.E.M.T.

Let's face it! Staying healthy at school is tough. All-night cram sessions, late nights out at the bars, and the constant presence of something going on around school make it difficult for any of us to stay healthy year-round. Sooner or later something catches up to all of us. Here's some information to let your know, where to go when it finally catches up to you. Help at Notre Dame.

University Health Services located behind the Golden Dome near Keenan Hall, is open 24 hours a day, seven days a week, during the academic year, providing a variety of services to the students, faculty, and staff of the University. Primary care is provided by the registered nurses staff, with physicians available by appointment. Follow-up care, allergy injections, pelvic exams, and physical exams for students are delivered during the week. Physicians are available on site are ordered by a physician.

What's it all cost? Except for medications, over-the-counter medications, and some lab work, which must be paid for at the Health Center, the health fee each student pays at the beginning of the year should cover all medical services. University Security, St. Joseph's Medical Center or Memorial Hospital after business hours is provided.

What's It All Cost? With the exception of antibiotics, x-rays, and lab work, which must be paid for at the Health Center, the health fee each student pays at the beginning of the year should cover all medical services. University Security, St. Joseph's Medical Center or Memorial Hospital after business hours is provided.

Take advantage of the medical services offered on campus. Seeing the doctor is always better when it is a choice than a necessity. Many times it may turn out to be nothing more than a cold or the flu, but then again, it may be mono or strep throat or something even worse. Good luck and stay healthy.

When Mom's not there, where to go for help

Peter Duchin has performed for presidents, corporate events, society galas, and charity benefits. His name is synonymous with "big band" entertainment. According to Valentine, the Alumnae Association has been planning to bring Duchin to campus for this event for nearly two years.

Born in 1939 to Eddy Duchin, the legendary bandleader of the 1930's, and Newport socialite Marjorie Oelrichs, Duchin was educated at Hotchkiss in 1954. He went on to pursue a degree in music at Yale in 1958. Duchin also studied in Paris and served in the United States Army for two years on active duty in Panama. Upon returning to civilian life in 1960, he launched his career as a musician.

The sounds of the Peter Duchin Orchestra will be heard here in South Bend this Saturday evening. Reservations must be made by Wednesday, October 5 by calling the Office of Alumnae Relations at 284-4578.

Valentine said that the special ticket price for Saint Mary's students to enjoy the glitter and glamour of the evening, without paying the entire $75.

She said that the Alumnae Association understands that college students don't have large amounts of money to spend on entertainment such as the Sesquicentennial Ball.

"That was our rationale in coming up with a special student price for the after-dinner portion of the evening," according to Valentine.

For over twenty-five years, Peter Duchin has performed for presidents, corporate events, society galas, and charity benefits. His name is synonymous with "big band" entertainment. According to Valentine, the Alumnae Association has been planning to bring Duchin to campus for this event for nearly two years.

Born in 1939 to Eddy Duchin, the legendary bandleader of the 1930's, and Newport socialite Marjorie Oelrichs, Duchin was educated at Hotchkiss in 1954. He went on to pursue a degree in music at Yale in 1958. Duchin also studied in Paris and served in the United States Army for two years on active duty in Panama. Upon returning to civilian life in 1960, he launched his career as a musician.

The sounds of the Peter Duchin Orchestra will be heard here in South Bend this Saturday evening. Reservations must be made by Wednesday, October 5 by calling the Office of Alumnae Relations at 284-4578.

World-renowned Peter Duchin will perform at Saint Mary's College Sesquicentennial Ball.

Photo courtesy of the Alumnae Association.

By PATTI CARSON
Saint Mary's Accent
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by Neil ZENDER
Sports Writer

The moment of truth. For Morrissey, that came midway through the fourth quarter. They trailed No. 1 Stanford 7-6, and could not have earned a victory on the 20-yard line. Sand was falling through the hourglass. But Morrissey was able to escape.

A ten-play drive culminated in John Goetz's two-yard touchdown pass, giving the Mann the lead for good. Goetz ran the ball eight times during the game, but limped wideout Avelino Verceles.

JoMal

Then came the game's high point. Three quarters through, the ball had been around, yet Morrissey had been unable to crack the defense with a 33-yard pass to win the game.

Joe Walsh.

``There was no momentum against us," said Walsh.

``No doubt the Mann is back," went Morrissey's captain, Bob Wolff.

Keenan, Off-Campus

It wasn't pretty, but it got the job done. Keenan's futility over Off-Campus may have you wondering if you are reading about Intershall football, or soccer, but it did cement their standing as one of the top teams in the league.

At 2-0, Keenan is now the lone unbeaten team.

``We got the victory although I wasn't impressed," said Keenan's captain Bob Wolff.

The game was scoreless stalemate until the fourth quarter. On 3rd and 6 at their own 8-yard line, then 8th down, Morrissey fumbled the ball, and Keenan's punt man Todd Bolger fell on top of the fumble.

On the next play, Ben Mitchell gloated, "We've got the defense for four yards. Two plays later, he plunged across the goal line for the final score. Joe Walsh's PAT was blocked.

Off-Campus didn't give up there. They drove the ball down in the red zone, before then, Keenan intercepted the ball at the one yard line.

``We had a few bad plays," said Ron Fish. "But we didn't let the bad decide us," went Red.

``We regrouped, and took them back when we needed to."

That was all. Wolff was fumbled.

Although Off-Campus had 6-2 victories, 153 total yards to Keenan's 43 points, they also had three turnovers.

Flanner, Grade 40

It was a banner day for Flanner, as they beat Grade 14-0 on Sunday. Their defense was dominant, sacking quarterback Brian Perez four times, blocking three field goals, returning a fumble for eight yards and intercepting two.

``We are in the picture now." said Flanner's quarterback, who was positive in the win. He will have surgery.

``This quarter was under pressure all day," said Flanner captain Too Keller. "We pressured him into throwing bad passes."

Flanner scored first in the second quarter. Perez's pass was intercepted by J.P. Penningham. Three plays later, Steve Horvat scored from the one.

The second score came on a 38 yard punt return by Brad "Badger" Fry.

``We outscored them in the second half," said Fry. "It's been a few years."

``We will be playing for the rest of the season," added Flanner's captain.

``We are in the picture now," said Flanner captain Too Keller. "We pressured him into throwing bad passes."

Flanner scored first in the second quarter. Perez's pass was intercepted by J.P. Penningham. Three plays later, Steve Horvat scored from the one.

The second score came on a 38 yard punt return by Brad "Badger" Fry.

``We outscored them in the second half," said Fry. "It's been a few years."

``We will be playing for the rest of the season," added Flanner's captain. To whom the ball went (Green Notre Dame)."
Irish
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Wisconsin on Sunday at Alumni Field. The following weekend, Notre Dame will travel to a tournament in Portland, Oregon, where they will face No. 4 Portland, and Washington, another squad which has been in the ISAA's top-15 this season.

Despite their efforts to look ahead, the North Carolina match will remain a milestone to in the back of the Irish players' minds. For freshmen, it is a game which may predicate a new era of success against the Tar Heels, for seniors, one of the final steps in a long climb.

"It's not like it's a bad thing to tie North Carolina," freshman Holly Manthei said. "This will give us confidence if we play them again. It helped the team overcome the odds to end North Carolina's 92-game winning streak.

There are hip, they're young, they need to pay their loans off.

Having a dance? Need a DJ? Well, chew on this: WVFI has a musical library filled with thousands of records covering a wide range of music dating back to the 20s and 30s. A bit too young to remember the roaring 20s you say? Then perhaps the "Me" decade will conjure up memories of feathered hair, The Muppet Show, and Pac-Man.

We'll take you back with all those Top 40 hits and "one-hit-wonders" that help us look back on the 80s as our age of innocence. We won't get stuck in the 80s, experience the full effects of our time warp as we help you freshen up on your be-bopping and your disco-dancing. In no time you'll be doing the twist and thinking you're John Travolta before you lay the golden egg."

Having a dance? Need a DJ? Yes, we do have DJs. It's part of what keeps you coming back, you know. But we'll be quick to point out.

"I think it's starting to sink in," senior co-captain Tiffany Thompson said, after a chance to reflect on the team's accomplishment.

While NHL owners may be moaning about being poor, they sure aren't acting like it. Rather, they are spending money with reckless abandon. In the beginning of August, league commissioner Gary Bettman imposed economic rollbacks that saved owners at least $20 million. Since then, general managers have voluntarily spent more than 10 times that amount on long-term contracts — which includes $70 million for the 1994-95 season alone.

Nobody forced them to do it. Nobody forced them to do it. EDMONTON general manager Glen Sather suggests they should be whipped for their spendthrift ways.

It's been almost a week since the two sides have had any formal negotiations, and the lack of talks has frustrated some negotiators.
Call this week Salary Cap Sunday, the week that the acco-
cordion effect of the new sys-
tem collapsed the NFL into one 
good team (Dallas), one bad 
one (Cincinnati) and 26 others. 
So, on this given Sunday, as 
juries cut into the lack of 
depth caused by the salary cap 
— Philadelphia beat San 
 Francisco 46-0, unveiling 
 Charlie Garner, who may be 
 the quick running back they 
 haven’t had since Will bert 
 Montgomery. But that also hap-
pened because Carmen Policy, 
 the master of the cap, can’t 
 replaced three injured Pro 
 Bowlers on the offensive line. 
 Delon Sanders doesn’t cut it 
 when it comes to blocking de-
fenders.

— New Orleans knocked off 
 the Giants, one of the NFL’s last 
two unbeatens, in part because 
 the Giants weren’t good enough 
 to be 4-0. Over the years, only 
a really good team can get to 4-0 
 (San Diego, perhaps, an excep-
tion), a decent one stops at three.

— Arizona and Buddy Ryan 
did the reverse, refusing to go 
0-4 by beating Minnesota 17-7 
a week after the Vikings had 
 looked like Super Bowl con-
tenders. And that was with Jay 
 Schroeder at quarterback, 
 Buddy’s third quarterback in 
four games.

— Tampa Bay beat Detroit 24-
 14 in a game that featured 
 Vernon Turner’s 80-yard punt 
 return, the first punt or kickoff 
 return for a TD in the team’s 
 19-year history (Eric Metcalf 
 can claim it twice in one game).

The Lions, meanwhile, dem-
 onstrated the price you have 
 to pay for beating Dallas: two 
 straight losses despite Barry 
 Sanders’ personal heroics.

— Shula beat Shula, who 
 rushed 16 times for 
 111 yards and two touchdowns 
 and had a 28-yard re-
 ception. But, please, Randall 
 Cunningham, stay healthy.

— Tier II, playoff contenders all, 
 are an oddball lot that includes 
 the Giants (3-1), Atlanta (3-2) 
 after an 8-5 win over the 
 Los Angeles Rams (Booby Bebert, 
 winning pitcher in relief); 
 Green Bay and Detroit (each 2-
 3); and maybe even New 
 Orleans (2-3), Chicago (3-2) — 
 Steve Walsh? at quarterback?

and, yes, Buddy’s Cards (1-
3 and charging).

— Tier IV (forget it) is 
 Washington (1-4); the Rams 
 (2-2), good field, no hit and no sta-
dium, and Tampa Bay (2-3), 
 unless Turner turns into a 
 combination of Metcalf and 
 Dave Meggett.

The Vikings ran into the law of 
 averages in the desert. 
 The Eagles’ bid looked very 
 legitimate, particularly with 
 Garner, who rushed 16 times for 
 111 yards and two touchdowns 
 and had a 28-yard re-
 ception. But, please, Randall 
 Cunningham, stay healthy.

George Seifert upset Steve 
 Young by lifting Young in the 
 third quarter to protect him 
 from his own cap-depleted of-
 fensive line. "We took him out 
 to avoid getting him hurt," 
 Seifert said. "I probably should 
 have taken him out sooner than 
 that. I just said, 'The heck with 
 this.'"

Outside linebacker Laura 
 Paeterson tagged up a stellar 
 effort in a 20 to 0 rout over a 
 team on top."

The score did not reflect the 
 fine play of Cavanaugh defend-
 ers Didi Krall and Maggie 
 Marns, who both helped to slow 
 the Walsh attack, and forced Walsh to 
 keep the ball on the ground.

Walsh captain Kristen 
 Edmundson was quite pleased 
 with the teams effort and last 
 minute victory, as "the defense 
 played strong and the offense 
 came through in the clutch."

B-P, Walsh waltz to wins

By RYAN LYNCH

Breen-Phillips 20, 
 Cavanaugh 0

Breen-Phillips chalked up 
 its first victory of the season 
 with a sensational defensive 
 effort in a 20 to 0 rout against 
 a struggling Cavanaugh team.

George Seifert upset Steve 
 Young by lifting Young in the 
 third quarter to protect him 
 from his own cap-depleted of-
 fensive line. "We took him out 
 to avoid getting him hurt," 
 Seifert said. "I probably should 
 have taken him out sooner than 
 that. I just said, 'The heck with 
 this.'"

Outside linebacker Laura 
 Paeterson tagged up a stellar 
 effort in a 20 to 0 rout over a 
 team on top."

The score did not reflect the 
 fine play of Cavanaugh defend-
 ers Didi Krall and Maggie 
 Marns, who both helped to slow 
 the Walsh attack, and forced Walsh to 
 keep the ball on the ground.

Walsh captain Kristen 
 Edmundson was quite pleased 
 with the teams effort and last 
 minute victory, as "the defense 
 played strong and the offense 
 came through in the clutch."

Walsh captain Kristen 
 Edmundson credited the Walsh 
 defense as playing a vital role 
 in Sundays last-second victory.

"A lot of the key to our 
 defensive effort has left just 
 fumble-prone Steve Walsh 
 with thirty seconds left 
 and was pleased that: 'After 
 two close games, we were glad 
 that we finally emerged as the 
 team on top.'"

Walsh 6, Pangborn 0

Playing up to their num-
 ber one ranking in the 
 women’s interhall power poll, Walsh 
 narrowly slid by an 
 improving B.P. team with only 11 
 seconds to go in the game. 
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 in Sundays last-second victory.

"A lot of the key to our 
 defensive effort has left just 
 fumble-prone Steve Walsh 
 with thirty seconds left 
 and was pleased that: 'After 
 two close games, we were glad 
 that we finally emerged as the 
 team on top.'"
Zahm was continually hurt itself with penalties. It had four penalties in a critical drive early in the fourth quarter and six for the game. After a thirteen play drive to begin the third quarter, Zahm would dominate in time of possession in the second half. Alumni was allowed two series left. Zahm ran the option to the left. With less than thirty seconds left, Rick Rios again for twenty-five yard line. When the ball was snapped, Rios fell to the turf. Mike Wigton attempted a thirty-two yard field goal on third downs were left. After an incomplete pass, Zahm kicker Mike Wigton attempted a thirty-two yard field goal on third and one that went wide right. Despite not being able to score in the first half, tailback, Mike Bump, had a spectacular day with seven catches. However, his favorite target wasn't satisfied with the tie. “Our offense is not improving, getting worse,” he said. “We have a good offensive line and good backs, but the receivers and the quarterback haven’t come together, and their timing is off. He (Benji Hammond) was playing well as a freshman, and needs to step up into a leadership role. We have the tools, but we’ll be alright.”

Alumni now drops to 1-1. The tie shouldn’t hurt it them too much, though, as the playoffs are determined by the teams with the least losses, rather than most wins.

St. Ed’s 14, Sorin 0
St. Ed’s proved that they are undoubtedly better this year with a victory over the Sorin Otters. St. Ed’s has three quarter-backs, and has now played all three in the first half. Ben Magnano and Jacob Bump split Sunday’s game against Sorin. Magnano played in the first half, one in which neither team could find the end zone. Early in the second quarter, Sorin was aided by a pass interference call, and after two big gains by Sorin bringing them inside the ten, it looked as if they would get a score. However, a swirling St. Ed’s defense would stuff a running play, sack the quarterback, and intercept a pass to get out of danger.

Jacob Bump entered the game at quarterback for St. Ed’s in the second half. On the second play of the half, tailback Mike Norbut hit a hand-off and didn’t stop until it was sixty yards and six points later. The extra point was no good, but a Sorin penalty gave St. Ed’s new life. This time, they gave it to Norbut who fought his way into the end zone for two points. Sorin went three plays and pointed. On the first play for St. Ed’s, Bump threw a fifty-eight yard touchdown. “There was a defensive miscue as no one was covering the receiver, so he signaled to me and I threw it to him,” said Bump. Sorin had a chance to score again at the end of the game. After a holding penalty on punt gave Sorin new life, Sorin completed three passes to get to the St. Ed’s nine. Once again, the St. Ed’s defense tightened forcing four straight incompletions to seal the 14-0 victory.

Except for the two big plays, Sorin’s defense played well. However, once Sorin’s offense got close to the goal twice, they were turned back by a combination of great defense and penalties. If execution were better in the red zone, Sorin would have been in the game to the end. St. Ed’s coach Anton Nowak commented on the quarterback situation. “I planned on switching quarterbacks at halftime,” he said. “Ben and Jake weren’t able to make it for practice much of the first couple of weeks, but I was happy with both of them on Sunday.”

When asked who would start the next game at quarterback he said “I am going to have to see how practice goes.”

In regard to team’s workhorse running back, he replied, “Norbut has a great run and is a spark for our team.”

“Norbut is the best running back I’ve seen in three years of interhall football,” said Bump. “We’ve got more players than St. Ed’s usually has, and a dedicated coach, so it looks good. Our goal is the playoffs.”

**POWER POLL**

1. Keenan (5) 2-0
2. Carroll (9) 1-0-1
3. Off-Campus (3) 1-1
4. Morrissey (7) 1-1
5. Stanford (1) 1-1-1
6. Alumni (4) 1-0-1
7. St. Ed’s (8) 1-1-1
8. Fisher (2) 1-1
9. Zahm (6) 0-0-2
10. Flanner (12) 1-1
11. Dillon (10) 0-1
12. Sorin (11) 0-2
13. Grace (13) 0-1

(Previous Ranking)

Player of the week: Rick Rios
Despite Zahm’s scoring drought, the senior wide receiver shined as he caught seven passes including a 22-yard grab that helped the Rabid Bats almost score their first TD of the year.

---

**Multicultural Fall Festival:** October 2-7, 1994
sponsored by

The Multicultural Student Council

Come and see the

**Bz'ARATA NATYAM**

(Indian) Dance Troupe
perform on Tues., Oct. 4 at 7:00 P.M. in the LaFortune Ballroom

The dance troupe is directed by Kritthika Rajagopalan. Kritthika has been an ardent student of Natyakalalayam, a classical dance style of India, since the age of six. She performed by special invitation in Expo’92 in Canada. She also performed in the Southeast Asian Arts Festival in Kualalumpur. She has been a member of cultural delegations to the old U.S.S.R. She has performed all over the world and everywhere she goes she has been a hit.

**Press Comments:**

Her performance was sheer magic, bristling with complicated foot work and a superb mime ... Morning Star, London

She took the audience by storm ... her lively recital was a superb mime ... Chicago Tribune

Kritthika danced her way into the hearts of art lovers ... the sculptural poses bore evidence of her depth of understanding of Bharata Natyam ... Indian Express, New Delhi

Rhythm is her forte and she revolved it in. Each dance was fascinating and brought alive the ancient temple sculptures of India ... La Swiss, Geneva, Switzerland

---

Mental illness has warning signs, too.

Withdrawing from social activities. Excessive anger. In rese could be the first warning signs of a mental illness. Unfortunately, most of us don’t recognize the signs. Which is tragic. Because mental illness can be treated. In fact, 2 of 3 people who get help, get better.

Read a booklet about mental illness and its warning signs. Write to or call:

National Mental Health Association
P.O. Box 17389
Washington, D.C. 20041
1-800-969-SNMA

Learn to see the warning signs.
Belles to bounce back against Hope

By CHRISTINA TECSON

Saint Mary's volleyball team faces Hope College tonight at 7:30 in the Angela Athletic Facility. The Belles are coming off a loss on Saturday at Carroll College, ending their three game winning streak.

The team heads into this game in good shape. Aimmee King Carroll College, ending their ir 7:30 in the Angela Athletic Facility. The Belles are coming off a loss on Saturday at Carroll College, ending their three game winning streak.

The team heads into this game in good shape. Aimmee King Carroll College, ending their ir 7:30 in the Angela Athletic Facility. The Belles are coming off a loss on Saturday at Carroll College, ending their three game winning streak. should be able to play. in other injury notes, Captain Kelly Prosser played her first game Saturday after coming off an ankle injury.

"I feel pretty good, said Prosser. "It's amazing how out of shape you can get in two weeks. But my ankle feels alright. Hopefully I'll be alright." The team should be alright as well. Although several players weren't present, they had a strong practice and are ready to play.

"We had a good practice, but we were missing a lot of people, said Sara Stronczek. "But we're well prepared for Hope." They're supposed to be a very strong passing team," said Meg Winkler. "Last year we beat them in three games. But they were tough games. So it should be very good competition tomorrow."

Saint Mary's tennis faces DePauw in fall finale

By TARA KRUll

The Saint Mary's tennis team will face the DePauw University Tigers today at 4:00 p.m., on their home courts. This will be the Belles' third and final game of their fall season.

Although Saint Mary's has not played DePauw in several years, the Tigers are anticipated to be a challenge for the 1-1 Belles.

"We know that DePauw was defeated last year by Saint Joseph's (5-4)," Waille said. "Since we were beaten by Saint Joseph's (7-2), we know that our work is cut out for us.

Sophomore Jennifer Kelley, the Belles' number three singles player, noted that a strategy the Belles will be using against the Tigers is trying to remain focused on their individual matches. "We need to concentrate on keeping the ball in play during our sets," she said. "We don't want to beat ourselves on the courts."

It will be favorable for the Belles to walk away from the courts this year with a win over DePauw. A victory will give them a winning record for their fall season and it will allow them to close this series of matches on a good note. They will then take a break and resume practices in January after semester break in preparation for their spring season.

Sophomore Kate Kazazik, the number one singles player for Saint Mary's added that the team sees the match against DePauw today as a crucial component to their short fall season. Like Saint Mary's, DePauw is categorized as a Division III school as well, and they have the reputation of being a dominate team within their division.

CATCH THE SPIRIT!

"The true spirit of Notre Dame is captured in the commitment to faith and humanity..."

Rev. Edward A. Malloy, C.S.C.
President, University of Notre Dame

Catch the spirit of the 1995 Datebook, "The Spirit of Notre Dame.

This high quality 7-1/4 x 9-1/2 inch weekly planner captures the physical beauty of Notre Dame's campus through 57 black and white photographs. Each week, the Datebook's scenic pictures will bring Notre Dame, its memories, and unique spirit home to you!

The Datebook also conveys the growth of another spirit: the spirit of serving others. The Datebook is sponsored by the Notre Dame Alumni Association to benefit La Casa de Amistad, Inc., a Hispanic non-profit community center on the City of South Bend's West Side.

By purchasing a Datebook, you, too can be a part of the spirit of La Casa de Amistad, Inc. that is working to build youth programming in order to give boys and girls a healthier, brighter future.

Available now Campus wide for $10.

Pick it up in the bookstore and various campus concession stands.
FOUR FOOD GROUPS OF THE APOCALYPSE

ACROSS
1 Drink cat style
2 River to the Same
3 Telecommunications giant
4 Unceremonious
5 Theme of this puzzle
6 Missing
7 Dam-building
8 Gather
9 Cave at
10 African
11 To and
12 One of 36 Across
13 Lumbrickers' competition
14 Vote for
15 It's in Spain
16 Concern of 36 Across
17 Beg
18 Fame
19 Nipper's co.
20 Black and tan ingredient
21 Texas city
22 Driver's license info
23 Cobb and Harding
24 "F pitcher" (at an adult)
25 One of 36 Across
26 Floridian, to the sponge
27 "What a chopped liver!"
28 One of 36 Across
29 Weather data
30 Sem.
31 Language suffix
32 Pop's protector
33 Oscar's cousins
34 Good boy
35 Cubemakers
36 Antonym's antonym, Artb.
37 Add color to again
38 Shower's counterpart.
39 River in Hesse
40 Saturn or Mercury, e.g.
41 Not kosher
42 P.S.E.
43 P.N.E.
44 C.E.
45 A.D.
46 CE.
47 CE.
48 BC.
49 AD.
50 BC.
51 AD.
52 CE.
53 B.C.
54 AD.
55 CE.
56 AD.
57 BC.
58 CE.
59 B.C.
60 AD.
61 CE.
62 B.C.
63 AD.
64 CE.
65 B.C.
66 AD.
67 CE.
68 A.D.
69 CE.
70 B.C.
71 A.D.
72 CE.
73 B.C.
74 A.D.
75 CE.
76 B.C.
77 A.D.
78 CE.
79 B.C.
80 A.D.
81 CE.
82 AD.
83 CE.
84 AD.
85 CE.
86 AD.
87 CE.
88 AD.
89 CE.
90 AD.
91 CE.
92 AD.
93 CE.
94 AD.
95 CE.
96 AD.
97 CE.
98 AD.
99 CE.
100 AD.
101 CE.
102 AD.
103 CE.
104 AD.
105 CE.
106 AD.
107 CE.
108 AD.
109 CE.
110 AD.
111 CE.
112 AD.
113 CE.
114 AD.
115 CE.
116 AD.
117 CE.
118 AD.
119 CE.
120 AD.
121 CE.
122 AD.
123 CE.
124 AD.
125 CE.
126 AD.
127 CE.
128 AD.
129 CE.
130 AD.
131 CE.
132 AD.
133 CE.
134 AD.
135 CE.
136 AD.
137 CE.
138 AD.
139 CE.
140 AD.
141 CE.
142 AD.
143 CE.
144 AD.
145 CE.
146 AD.
147 CE.
148 AD.
149 CE.
150 AD.
151 CE.
152 AD.
153 CE.
154 AD.
155 CE.
156 AD.
157 CE.
158 AD.
159 CE.
160 AD.
161 CE.
162 AD.
163 CE.
164 AD.
165 CE.
166 AD.
167 CE.
168 AD.
169 CE.
170 AD.
171 CE.
172 AD.
173 CE.
174 AD.
175 CE.
176 AD.
177 CE.
178 AD.
179 CE.
180 AD.
181 CE.
182 AD.
183 CE.
184 AD.
185 CE.
186 AD.
187 CE.
188 AD.
189 CE.
190 AD.
191 CE.
192 AD.
193 CE.
194 AD.
195 CE.
196 AD.
197 CE.
198 AD.
199 CE.
200 AD.
201 CE.
202 AD.
203 CE.
204 AD.
205 CE.
206 AD.
207 CE.
208 AD.
209 CE.
210 AD.
211 CE.
212 AD.
213 CE.
214 AD.
215 CE.
216 AD.
217 CE.
218 AD.
219 CE.
220 AD.
221 CE.
222 AD.
223 CE.
224 AD.
225 CE.
226 AD.
227 CE.
228 AD.
229 CE.
230 AD.
231 CE.
232 AD.
233 CE.
234 AD.
235 CE.
236 AD.
237 CE.
238 AD.
239 CE.
240 AD.
241 CE.
242 AD.
243 CE.
244 AD.
245 CE.
246 AD.
247 CE.
248 AD.
249 CE.
250 AD.
251 CE.
252 AD.
253 CE.
254 AD.
255 CE.
256 AD.
257 CE.
258 AD.
259 CE.
260 AD.
261 CE.
262 AD.
263 CE.
264 AD.
**Irish are head over Heels with momentum**

By RIAN AKER
Associate Sports Editor

On the day after snapping North Carolina's 92-game winning streak, the phone in the Notre Dame women's soccer office rang all day long. Former players, opposing coaches, and media from across the country called to congratulate Irish coach Chris Petrucelli and find out how his squad was able to do something no team has done since 1990. The day after raising their record to 9-0-1, marking the no team has done since 1990.

And on the day after completing their toughest road trip of the season in a manner which will be difficult to match, the Notre Dame women's soccer team had to start looking ahead.

"Breaking Carolina's winning streak will always be a special footnote in Notre Dame soccer history," coach Chris Petrucelli said, "but we have to move on and channel that excitement and enthusiasm into our remaining matches."

The enthusiasm of Notre Dame's tie with North Carolina and their 3-0 thrashing of Duke will be difficult to match, but the Irish will need to try already this weekend when they host Loyola on Friday night before facing No. 8

**Carroll cruises past Fisher, Zahm comes up empty, ties Alumni**

By B.J. HOOD
Sports Writer

The crooked stick belongs to Carroll after an improved offensive showing and continued suffocating defense. Carroll used a ball control offense on the first drive of the game with a fourteen play drive ending in fullback Joseph Schenker's two-yard touchdown.

Turnovers would then haunt Fisher. After a fumble that Carroll didn't capitalize on, Fisher again fumbled. This time, Carroll captain Scott Lynam recovered the ball in the end zone for his first touchdown. That made the score 12-0 where it would stay, with both defenses playing tough the rest of the way.

The Fisher offense could get little going against a Carroll defense with two shutouts.

Carroll coach Marty O'gren commented on the defense after the game.

"Bert Berry (outside linebacker for the varsity football team) took over our defense and his leadership helped," he said.

Fisher coach T.C. Karmierczak complemented Carroll after the loss.

"Carroll played a good game, and they are well coached," he said. "We have to forget about this game and come out next Sunday."

**Zahm 0, Alumni 0**

Zahm and Alumni still haven't beaten each other on Sunday tie. The final score tells the story of two defenses who thus far have refused to give up points. The score is all too familiar for Zahm, who ended in a tie at zero last week, too.

The Irish were head over Heels with momentum.

Carroll after the loss.

"We have to forget about this game and come out next Sunday."

"Breaking Carolina's winning streak will always be a special footnote in Notre Dame soccer history," coach Chris Petrucelli said, "but we have to move on and channel that excitement and enthusiasm into our remaining matches."

The enthusiasm of Notre Dame's tie with North Carolina and their 3-0 thrashing of Duke will be difficult to match, but the Irish will need to try already this weekend when they host Loyola on Friday night before facing No. 8. The loss of Zellers should be balanced by the likely return of tailback Lee Beecan.

This lets the Irish move return of tailback Lee Beecan.

Irish cornerback Bobby Taylor broke a bone on the top of his hand but is experted to play.

**Walsh slips past Pangborn 8-0- in battle of the unbeatens**

By RYAN LYNCH
Sports Writer

Walsh's 12-0 upset of the Green Wave of Fisher.

Lyons 20, Howard 8

Lyons captain and quarterback Julie Byrd led her team to a 20-8 victory in this week's thriller against Howard.

Lyons opened the scoring as Jenny Layden broke a sweep up the right side for a 1-yard touchdown run.

Christie Broderick, the Howard quarterback rallied her troops as tailback Sarah Norton scored the lone Howard touchdown.

The Howard defense accounted for two points with a safety following a controversial intentional grounding call by the officials, setting up Lyons deep in their own territory.

The Lyoneses continued to pile on after the Lyons quarterback and captain continued to give Howard problems as Byrd found the end zone again on a 15-yard touchdown keeper to the left side. With Lyons leading 14-8, Kathy Techaz broke open the game with a touchdown around the right end.

Howard had problems climbing back into the game as Angie Fischer of Lyons intercepted a Broderick pass. Howard captain Lyndal Quinan optimistically added: "We (Howard) showed more improvement this week. As a young team, I am pleased as we continue to improve." With this loss Howard falls to 0-2-0.

Lyons improves to 2-1-0 with their impressive victory as they prepare for this week's game against Badin.

**STEELERS STOP OILERS**

Pittsburgh pounded Houston last night in the Observation/ Sports Writer

See page 14

of note...